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Effective immunity is dependent on long-surviving memory T cells. Various memory subsets make distinct contributions to

immune protection, especially in peripheral infection. It has been suggested that T cells in nonlymphoid tissues are important

during local infection, although their relationship with populations in the circulation remains poorly defined. Here we describe a

unique memory T cell subset present after acute infection with herpes simplex virus that remained resident in the skin and in

latently infected sensory ganglia. These T cells were in disequilibrium with the circulating lymphocyte pool and controlled new

infection with this virus. Thus, these cells represent an example of tissue-resident memory T cells that can provide protective

immunity at points of pathogen entry.

Immune memory results from the action of various cellular compo-
nents that combine to control infectious pathogens1. T cells are key
mediators of the memory response, although uncertainty remains as
to the exact function of individual memory T cell subsets2–6. Memory
cells have been categorized as effector memory and central memory
T cells, depending on their respective ability to recirculate between
secondary lymphoid organs or to enter peripheral tissues5,7,8. Loca-
lized infection results in rapid population expansion of effector T cells
in draining lymph nodes, and although most are lost, a substantial
population of circulating memory T cells survives this contraction9. In
addition, many T cells are also present in nonlymphoid tissues7,8,
where their numbers may actually exceed those in the circulation10.

The relationship between peripheral and recirculating memory cells
remains mostly undefined. Peripheral T cells can be replaced from the
circulation in the steady state and can be further supplemented by
effector memory T cells newly recruited during infection11. However,
an active mechanism of T cell retention may exist in nonlymphoid
tissues12–14, and this could explain the accumulation noted at sites that
have cleared an infectious virus14–16. Thus, once in the periphery, at
least a subset of memory cells may be separated from the circulating
T cell pool.

Herpes simplex virus (HSV) can infect the skin of mice, causing a
primary infection that rapidly moves to the innervating sensory
ganglia17,18. There replication is controlled in about a week and
then persists as a tightly controlled latent infection19. The acute
infection induces a robust CD8+ T cell effector and memory response
that is able to control virus in the ganglia20. The requirement for
memory T cell responses in peripheral tissues has been examined with

latently infected ganglia containing a long-lived population of
virus-specific memory T cells21,22. It was found that these memory
cells were not terminally differentiated but could instead mount a
secondary proliferative response after virus reactivation22. Notably,
this occurred in the ganglia itself, in the absence of any involvement of
lymphoid tissue.

One issue that arose from those studies was whether the T cells
residing in the ganglia were circulating memory cells or, alternatively,
represented an autonomous memory population separate from the
circulating pool. Although in the case of HSV, such local memory cells
act to control a preexisting latent infection21,23, this type of T cell
sequestration could conceivably result in more efficient protection
against reinfection by an environmentally derived pathogenic agent.
Here we provide evidence of a population of peripheral memory T cells
that seemed to be in disequilibrium with the circulation. Notably, we
show that such tissue-resident memory cells contributed to peripheral
HSV control, thus effectively limiting the extent of renewed infection.

RESULTS

Nonmigrating peripheral tissue–resident memory T cells

Stimulation of T cells occurs after transplantation of sensory ganglia
containing both a persisting latent form of HSV and a population of
CD8+ T cells specific for this pathogen22. In this model, the local
T cells undergo secondary restimulation exclusively in the grafts
during virus reactivation, with no apparent involvement of lymph
nodes. This suggests that either the ganglionic cells form part of a true
nonmigrating memory population separate from the recirculating
memory pool, or the excision and transplantation of the ganglia
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under the kidney capsule of recipient mice affects the normal egress of
T cells from this tissue. To show that recirculating memory T cells can
leave the transplanted tissues, we first recruited such a migrating
population into the grafts by transplanting latent ganglia into mice
that had circulating HSV-specific CD8+ memory cells. We generated
these primary recipients by infecting them with a recombinant
influenza virus carrying the immunodominant major histocompat-
ibility complex class I–restricted determinant from HSV glycoprotein B
(gB; Supplementary Fig. 1 online). In these experiments, we ‘geneti-
cally marked’ the graft-resident T cells with green fluorescent protein
(GFP) by using cells from gBT-I.GFP-transgenic mice, whose T cells
are all specific for the immunodominant HSV gB determinant24.
T cells recruited from the circulation were from gBT-I.CD45.1-
transgenic mice, which meant that we could use differences in the
expression of CD45 and GFP to track the respective recruited and
resident memory T cell populations. It should be noted that ganglia
transplantation resulted in recruitment of the circulating gBT-I cells as

well as reactivation of HSV from latency caused by the trauma of
neurectomy22. As a consequence, both the resident (GFP+) and the
recruited (CD45.1+) HSV-specific T cells were subjected to antigen-
specific stimulation, as shown by incorporation of the thymidine
analog BrdU (Fig. 1a). To show that only the recruited T cells could
successfully enter the circulation, we extracted ganglia from under the
kidney capsule and retransplanted them into a naive, secondary host.
We then challenged the new recipients with a systemic HSV infection
20 d after secondary transplantation to expand populations of cells
that had left the graft, thus allowing their detection (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Almost all gB-specific T cells responding to this virus challenge
originated from the T cells newly recruited from the circulation
(Fig. 1b,c), even though the ganglia contained roughly equal numbers
of both resident (primary transplant donor) and recruited (primary
transplant recipient) T cell populations (Fig. 1d). The lack of retention
of recruited T cells was not due simply to their priming by recombi-
nant influenza rather than HSV, because a repeat experiment with

Figure 1 Tissue-resident memory T cells fail to

recirculate after localized or systemic viral

infection. (a) Flow cytometry of short-term BrdU

uptake 7 d after transplantation of latently

infected dorsal root ganglia containing gBT-I.GFP

memory CD8+ T cells (resident) into recipient

mice containing circulating OT-I.CD45.1 (Control)

and gBT-I.CD45.1 (recruited) CD8+ memory
T cells. Numbers above lines indicate percent

BrdU+ cells (mean ± s.e.m.). Data are from two

independent experiments with three to four mice.

(b–d) Analysis of gBT-I populations in grafts and

spleens after transplantation of latently infected

ganglia containing gBT-I.GFP memory CD8+

T cells (resident (res)) into mice containing

gBT-I.CD45.1 memory CD8+ T cells (recruited

(rec)), followed 6 d later by retransplantation into naive recipients and, 20 d later, intravenous challenge of these recipient mice with HSV. (b) Numbers

above outlined areas indicate percent recruited cells (left) and resident cells (right) among all CD8+ cells. (c) Proportion of gBT-I populations among all CD8+

cells in the spleen. (d) Recovery of gBT-I cells from grafts. Statistical analyses, paired Student’s t-test. Data are from two independent experiments with five

to six mice per group (mean and s.e.m. in c,d). (e) Recruited and tissue-resident gBT-I memory CD8+ T cells 9 d after retransplantation of latent ganglia,

manipulated as described in b–d (original), together with a fresh latently infected ganglia graft containing no gBT-I cells (fresh). Statistical analyses, paired

Student’s t-test. Data are from two independent experiments with six to eight mice per group (mean and s.e.m.).
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Figure 2 Long-term retention of virus-specific CD8+ T cells at the site of previous viral infection. (a–d) Analysis of naive gBT-I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells

transferred into C57BL/6 mice 1 d before HSV-1 infection of the left flank skin at various times after inoculation (above graphs). L, left flank (skin); R, right

flank (skin); C, control skin from mock-infected mice. Statistical analyses, paired Student’s t-test (b,c) or analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s post-test

comparison (d). Data are from at least three independent experiments with two to four mice per group (mean and s.e.m. in b,c). (a) Numbers adjacent to

outlined areas indicate percent gBT-I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells among all events. (b,c) Isolation of gBT-I.CD45.1 and endogenous CD8+ T cells. The number

of gBT-I.CD45.1 T cells in skin from mock-infected mice was below the limit of detection. (d) Frequency of gBT-I.CD45.1 cells among all CD8+ T cells.

(e) Proportion of gBT-I.CD45.1 T cells among all T cell antigen receptor–transgenic T cells (TCRtg; gBT-I plus OT-I) after transfer of in vitro–activated gBT-

I.CD45.1 and OT-I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells together into C57BL/6 mice 2–4 d after HSV skin infection. *, P o 0.01; **, P o 0.001 (paired Student’s t-test).

Data are from two to three independent experiments with three mice per group (mean and s.e.m.).
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HSV-infected recipients of primary grafts confirmed that only the
recruited T cells underwent considerable population expansion after
systemic challenge (Supplementary Fig. 2 online).

To demonstrate that the resident cells had a migration defect and
did not simply lack the ability to mount a systemic response, we again
recruited memory T cells into reactivating ganglia and, on day 6 after
transplantation, collected the graft and retransplanted it into a naive
recipient together with ‘fresh’ latent ganglia in a separate site under the
same kidney capsule (Supplementary Fig. 3 online). On day 9 after
retransplantation, we collected each graft and assessed if the infiltrat-
ing memory T cells (CD45.1+) and tissue-residing T cells (GFP+) were
able to enter the neighboring ganglia, which represented a fresh site of
HSV infection. We detected a substantial population of recruited
memory CD8+ T cells in the fresh graft, in contrast to those resident
memory T cells carried by the original graft (Fig. 1e). Thus, the
resident memory T cells did not migrate to a nearby yet anatomically
distinct site, even though it was equivalent to the tissue of origin for
these cells.

Enrichment for ‘biased’ T cells after skin infection

The data reported above suggested that HSV-specific T cells resident
in the ganglia seemed functionally different from those found in

the circulation. We reasoned that an analogous population of tissue-
resident memory T cells would also be found in other peripheral sites
of infection, notably the skin. Evidence for this took the form of
‘preferential’ retention of virus-specific T cells in flank skin involved in
overt HSV disease relative to that in the uninvolved contralateral
flanks. There was ‘preferential’ enrichment for gBT-I T cells in
flank skin ipsilateral to the origin of infection at all times assessed
(Fig. 2a,b). In contrast, there was no significant difference in the
number of endogenous CD8+ T cells in opposing flanks after clearance
of replicating virus, which occurs by day 8 after infection18 (Fig. 2c). It
should be noted that gBT-I cells represented a relatively small
proportion of all CD8+ T cells in the skin, especially at these later
times (day 30 or beyond; Fig. 2d). The accumulation of HSV-specific
T cells was not restricted to transgenic cells, because repeat experi-
ments with tetramer staining to detect HSV-specific T cells showed
similar biases (Supplementary Fig. 4 online). Retention of T cells in
the skin had a nonspecific component, as demonstrated by the use of
attenuated recombinant viruses (HSV strains rgB and rgB-L8A)25

(Supplementary Fig. 5 online). The number of long-term gB-specific
T cells was the same in flanks infected with gB-sufficient rgB virus and
control gB-deficient rgB-L8A in dual-inoculated mice. Even scarifica-
tion alone led to equivalent infiltration into rgB-infected and control

Figure 3 HSV-specific CD8+ T cells

‘preferentially’ localize to the epidermal skin

layer covering the previously infected site and

express the intraepithelial cell marker CD103.

(a,b) Microscopy of skin after transfer of naive

gBT-I.GFP CD8+ T cells into C57BL/6 mice

1 d before skin infection with HSV-1.

(a) Immunohistochemistry of the distribution
of virus-specific gBT-I.GFP CD8+ T cells in skin

obtained from previously infected areas 13 d after

infection, then stained with DAPI and antibody to

keratin 1 expressed in keratinocytes in the upper

layer of the epidermis. Control, tissue from

contralateral flanks. Arrowheads indicate gBT-

I.GFP CD8+ T cells in the dermal-epidermal

region. Scale bars, 100 mm. (b) Epidermal sheets

from previously infected flank skin 25 d after

infection, when the epithelium had reformed. The

density of gBT-I.GFP CD8+ T cells is shown in the

central area of lesion resolution (lesion center), on the edge of the lesion (lesion periphery) and in an unaffected area (control). Virus-specific T cells could not

be detected by this method in unaffected areas in infected mice (control). Scale bars, 50 mm. (c) CD103 expression by memory gBT-I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells

isolated from spleen and epidermal sheets 13 weeks after infection of the skin with HSV. Numbers above lines (right) indicate percent CD103+ cells. Data are

from one experiment representative of three.
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Figure 4 Skin-resident, virus-specific CD8+ T cells are phenotypically and

functionally different from their circulating counterparts. Analysis of naive

gBT-I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells transferred into C57BL/6 mice 1 d before

infection of the skin with HSV-1, followed by a period of rest for the

establishment of immunological memory. (a) Flow cytometry of memory gBT-

I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells isolated from brachial lymph nodes (bLN), spleen

and skin 30–386 d after infection (median, 51 d). Data represent four

independent experiments with pooled cell preparations from six to seventeen

mice per group (mean and s.e.m.). (b) Expression of CD49a (VLA-1) on

gBT-I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells isolated 50 d after infection. Numbers above
outlined areas indicate percent CD49a+ cells. Isotype, isotype-matched

control antibody. Data are from three independent experiments with two to

four mice per group (mean ± s.e.m.). (c) Flow cytometry of the homeostatic

proliferation of cells from ‘memory mice’ (43–428 d after infection;

median, 72 d) treated for 7 d with BrdU. Data are from six individual

experiments with three to eight mice per group (mean and s.e.m.).

Statistical analyses, repeated measures analysis of variance followed

by Tukey’s post-test comparison.
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flank skin at day 28–30 after inoculation. Although this demonstrated
a strong non-virus-specific contribution to T cell retention, the use of
such attenuated viruses that do not cause skin disease could be a cause
for concern. As an alternative way to address the contribution of
specificity, but now using wild-type virus, we assessed the survival of
virus-specific gBT-I T cells and ovalbumin-specific OT-I T cells in
wild-type infected flank skin. We transferred in vitro–activated gBT-I
and OT-I T cells 2–4 d after flank infection and analyzed the cells at
various times thereafter. Both gBT-I and OT-I T cells survived long
term in the skin, although there was a modest antigen-dependent bias
(Fig. 2e), which indicated that the phenomenon is not due solely to
the inflammation associated with infection or skin trauma.

Phenotype of skin-resident memory T cells

Histological examination showed an accumulation of T cells in the
epithelial layer of the skin, especially clustered around the site of cleared

infection (Fig. 3a,b). Consistent with that tissue localization, long-term
skin-resident T cells were CD103+ (Fig. 3c), an E-cadherin-binding
molecule widely expressed by intraepithelial lymphocytes in gut and
skin26,27. In contrast, their splenic counterparts were CD103–. Virus-
specific skin T cells seemed to be phenotypically distinct from lym-
phoid memory T cells, with low expression of CD62L and CD122 but
high expression of CD69 (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 6 online).
Furthermore, skin T cells had higher expression of VLA-1 (Fig. 4b), an
integrin that binds extracellular matrix proteins in peripheral tis-
sues28,29. Skin-resident cells underwent slower homeostatic prolifera-
tion than did the circulating population (Fig. 4c), consistent with a
dissociation of the circulating and resident populations. This contrasts
with the identical homeostatic proliferation of lymphoid and lung-
resident T cells after influenza infection, in which the latter is replaced
by cells from from the circulating memory T cell population30–32.

Finally, to show that gB-specific T cells persisted in the skin in the
absence of detectable virus-specific T cells in the circulation, we
transplanted skin from infected flanks onto naive recipients (Supple-
mentary Fig. 7a online). Comparison of recovered grafts and control
patches of skin in the same recipients early (days 14–18; Fig. 5) or at
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Figure 5 Skin-resident, virus-specific T cells persist in situ after

transplantation of previously infected skin onto naive recipients.

Flow cytometry of cells from spleen and skin 2–3 weeks after

transplantation of previously HSV-1-infected skin containing gBT-I.CD45.1

CD8+ memory T cells onto naive recipients (at 3–4 weeks after infection).

G, skin graft; C, control (unrelated skin from the same recipient as the

graft); L, left ipsilateral flank (skin). (a) Gating on propidium iodide–

negative, CD45.2+ events derived from pooled grafts, pooled control skin
and a recipient spleen, as well as donor tissues (HSV-infected skin and

spleen). Numbers above outlined areas indicate percent gBT-I.CD45.1+ cells

among all events. (b) Isolation of gBT-I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells from graft and

control skin. Each symbol represents an individual mouse; small horizontal

lines indicate the mean. Statistical analysis, paired Student’s t-test. Data are

from two independent experiments with six mice per group.

Figure 6 Local virus-specific T cells contribute to

protection against reinfection with HSV. (a) Viral

titers in mMT mice infected in the left flank with
HSV-1 (11 HSV) and then reinfected (time, above

graphs) with HSV-1 KOS.CreTK– on both the left

and right flanks and assessed 2 d later. C, control

(initially mock-infected and naive mice). Data are

representative of five (30 d) or two (50 d and

4100 d) pooled experiments. (b) Viral titers in

mice treated with depleting anti-CD4 (a-CD4)

and/or anti-CD8 (a-CD8) before reinfection with

HSV-1 as described in a. Data are pooled from

four independent experiments with two to four

mice per group. (c–e) Analysis of gBT-I.CD45.1

CD8+ T cells (c) and viral titers (d,e) in Rag1–/–

mice mock-infected (control (C) in d,e) or

infected with HSV-1 in the left flank and given

transfer of in vitro–activated gBT-I.CD45.1 CD8+

T cells 2 d or 4 d later. (c) Isolation of gBT-

I.CD45.1 CD8+ T cells 30 d after infection. Data

represent four independent experiments with one
to four mice per group (mean and s.e.m.).

(d) Viral titers 2 d after reinfection of both flanks

with HSV-1 KOS.CreTK–. Data are pooled from

three independent experiments with two to five

mice per group. (e) Viral titers in mice treated as

described in d or also with depleting anti-CD8 before reinfection with HSV. Data are pooled from three independent experiments with two to five mice per

group. Each symbol represents an individual mouse; small horizontal lines indicate the mean (a,b,d,e). Statistical analyses, one-way analysis of variance

followed by Tukey’s post-test comparison.
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later times (day 35; Supplementary Fig. 7b,c) showed that T cells were
present only in the transplanted tissue. This was consistent with the
possibility that tissue-resident memory cells are an autonomous
population. Moreover, severing of the nerves that link the skin to
the infected ganglia also indicated that the persistence of memory
T cells was not due to continuous feeding of virus or antigen to the
skin from latently infected sensory nerve bodies undergoing sponta-
neous bouts of reactivation, which in any case is not a property of
mouse infection with HSV19.

Immune protection by tissue-resident memory T cells

As well having as ‘preferential’ accumulation of memory T cells,
ipsilateral flanks had enhanced protection against subsequent infection.
To demonstrate this without antibody interference, we infected B cell–
deficient mMT mice in the flank with HSV and challenged them at
various times afterward. The ipsilateral flank showed 100-fold better
control of infection than that of the control contralateral flank up to
50 d after the first infection (Fig. 6a). We noted a bias toward ipsilateral
protection even at more than 100 d after infection, although this was
less than that present at the earlier times. The greater protection of
ipsilateral flanks was virus specific, as it did not extend to heterologous
infection with vaccinia virus (Supplementary Fig. 8 online).

Flank immunity was T cell dependent, because elimination of CD4+

and CD8+ cells by in vivo antibody depletion diminished antiviral
protection (Fig. 6b). Antibody to CD4 (anti-CD4) had a much greater
effect than did depletion with anti-CD8, which suggested that CD4+

T cells dominated control of skin infection33 or that help was critical
to the contribution of CD8+ T cells to virus elimination34,35. To show
that local CD8+ T cells could provide antiviral protection, we injected
mice deficient in recombination-activating gene 1 (Rag1–/– mice) with
in vitro–activated gBT-I CD8+ T cells 2–4 d after flank infection with
HSV. Previously infected skin retained more T cells than did the
contralateral flank (Fig. 6c), and this was associated with ‘preferential’
protection against subsequent infection with HSV (Fig. 6d). Such
biased protection was eliminated by treatment with anti-CD8
(Fig. 6e), which showed that it was indeed mediated by the transferred
T cells. In the Rag1–/– mice, CD8+ T cells act in the complete absence
of CD4+ T cell help, most likely because their numbers are in excess of
those that normally persist long term after infection of wild-type
hosts36. Nevertheless, these data collectively show enhanced local
protection by T cells that accumulate in tissues after resolution of a
previous infection.

DISCUSSION

There are obvious advantages provided by the existence of a seques-
tered T cell population for persisting, reactivating infections such as
the one we used here. CD8+ T cells are known to maintain HSV in a
latent state in the ganglia by constant expression of effector molecules
such as granzyme B and interferon-g37,38. Whether such populations
exist in acute infection systems, especially after the virus has been
completely cleared, remains to be determined. There are reports of
enrichment for memory T cells7,8 at sites of initial pathogen infection
well after clearance has been achieved14–16. That is similar to what we
found after infection of the skin with HSV, with a notable imbalance
of antigen-specific memory T cells in regions ipsilateral or contra-
lateral to the original site of inoculation. Published studies using
rapidly cleared viruses have excluded the possibility of prolonged
infection as the mechanism of persistent accumulation13,14,16,30. An
argument could conceivably be mounted for the possibility that
ongoing gB-specific stimulation impedes the release of circulating
memory T cells, given the nature of HSV latency. However, experiments

with bone marrow–chimeric mice have shown that even in the sensory
ganglia, T cells persist in the absence of specific recognition of infected
neurons39. Retention in the skin by ongoing virus reactivation seems
even less likely, given our demonstration that resident T cells survived
transplantation and thus separation from the neuronal source of
infection. Unlike humans, mice do not show spontaneous reactivation
of HSV19, and skin-resident T cells show no signs of continuous
antigen stimulation, such as the upregulation of granzymes, which is
evident in T cells persisting in the ganglia40. Thus, although ongoing
antigen presentation remains a formal possibility, it is unlikely to fully
explain the retention of HSV-specific peripheral T cells, especially in
the skin.

Although localized infection can ‘imprint’ ‘preferential’ T cell
migration41,42, and this could explain other cases of local accumula-
tion of T cells, it is difficult to see how such tissue-tropic infiltration
would contribute to the ‘side-biased’ T cell accumulation in the flank
skin shown here. Moreover, the lack of T cell migration between the
two ganglia transplanted under the same kidney capsule indicates that
these tissue-resident T cells simply did not migrate between anatomi-
cally distinct but otherwise equivalent tissues. As a consequence, we
propose these HSV-specific T cells represent a sessile or nonmigratory
memory subset that we define as ‘tissue-resident memory T cells’.
These cells are either separate from the recirculating pool or retained
long enough in peripheral tissues to infrequently exchange with this
population. Therefore, they are different from other memory T cells,
including the central and effector memory T cells found in the
wider circulation4,5.

CD8+ T cells in the ganglia can mount a stand-alone new immune
response that includes helper T cell–dependent proliferation and
stimulation by dendritic cells recruited from the circulation22.
Together with our data here, this suggests that tissue-resident memory
T cells are not terminally differentiated but can self-renew either
through homeostatic or antigen-stimulatory mechanisms. Further-
more, they suggest that studies confined to circulating effector
memory and central memory T cell populations may underestimate
the totality of immunological memory in a given person.

Persisting T cells have been found in human skin that has cleared
HSV infection43, and embedded T cells are associated with recurring
allergic responses in humans, known as ‘fixed drug eruptions’, driven
by CD8+ T cells in the epidermis that do not disseminate throughout
the skin44,45. In addition, pathogenic T cells persist in pre-psoriatic
human skin, and these cells can be transferred during mouse xeno-
transplantation46. In those last two examples, the residing T cells
express markers common to the tissue-resident memory T cells in our
study, such as VLA-1 and CD103; the latter are important for
epithelial localization26. Finally, we have shown that these memory
T cells can efficiently inhibit HSV replication in peripheral non-
lymphoid tissues, including those at the body surface. Thus, our
study raises the possibility that resident memory cells can be exploited
as a means of controlling infection at body surfaces that act as portals
of entry for invading pathogens.

METHODS
Mice. C57BL/6, B6.SJL-PtprcaPep3b/BoyJ (B6.CD45.1), gBT-I, gBT-I �
B6.CD45.1 (gBT-I.CD45.1), gBT-I.GFP, OT-I � B6.CD45.1 (OT-I.CD45.1),

mMT and Rag1–/–/Je (Rag1–/–) mice were bred in the Department of Micro-

biology and Immunology of The University of Melbourne in Parkville,

Australia. The gBT-I and OT-I mice are CD8+ T cell receptor-transgenic mice

that recognize the H-2Kb-restricted HSV-1 gB epitope of amino acids 498–505

(gB(498–505)) and the ovalbumin-derived epitope of amino acids 257–264

(OVA(257–264)), respectively. B6.CD45.1 mice express the congenic marker
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CD45.1, in contrast to C57BL/6, mMT and Rag1–/– mice, which express CD45.2.

The gBT-I.CD45.1 and OT-I.CD45.1 mice were F1 offspring expressing both

CD45.1 and CD45.2. Animal experiments were approved by The University of

Melbourne Animal Ethics Committee.

Virus infection. Viruses used were HSV-1 KOS, KOS.CreTK–, KOS.rgB25 (rgB)

and KOS.rgB-L8A (rgB-L8A)25, as well as WSN/NA/gB (flu-gB; from

S. Tevethia), WSN/NA/OVA (flu-OVA; from P. Doherty) and vaccinia-NP

(from J. Yewdell). The recombinant influenza viruses express gB(498–505)

(flu-gB) or OVA(257–264) (flu-OVA) in their neuraminidase stalk. Routes

of infections were epidermal (skin; 1 � 106 plaque-forming units (PFU)),

subcutaneous (5 � 102 PFU influenza virus and 1 � 106 PFU HSV) and

intravenous (1 � 105 PFU). Skin was infected with HSV-1 KOS and

KOS.CreTK– by scarification as described18. The HSV-1 KOS strain caused

typical zosteriform lesions spreading from the primary inoculation site along

the affected dermatomes on the same flank. The other HSV strains used had

attenuated skin replication and did not cause any visible zosteriform lesions.

Skin was infected with vaccinia-NP (5 � 107 PFU) by inoculation of flank skin

as for HSV infection. For subcutaneous infection, 25 ml of a virus suspension

was injected into foot hocks.

In vitro activation and adoptive transfer of transgenic CD8+ T cells. All

adoptive transfers of gBT-I and OT-I cells were done intravenously with

lymph node suspensions or in vitro–generated effector splenocytes activated

by peptide-pulsed targets as described18. First, gBT-I or OT-I splenocytes

were cultured for 4 d together with gB(498–505)- or OVA(257–264)-pulsed

(1 mg/ml) C57BL/6 splenocytes, respectively. On days 2 and 3, cultures were split

1: 2 and interleukin 2 (10 U/ml; PeproTech) was added. Then, 1 � 106 to 1.5 �
106 effector cells derived from those cultures were transferred intravenously

into mice whose skin was infected with HSV-1. Adoptive transfer of naive

gBT-I.CD45.1 cells (5 � 104) resulted in a frequency of gBT-I cells roughly ten

times higher than that of their endogenous HSV-1-specific counterparts47.

Flow cytometry of tissue cells. Mice were killed by carbon dioxide adminis-

tration and were perfused with 10 ml Hank’s buffered-salt solution (Media

Preparation Unit, The University of Melbourne). Lymph nodes and spleens

were collected and disrupted by passage through a wire mesh. Skin tissue

(1–2 cm2) and ganglia were removed, were chopped into small fragments and

were incubated for 90 min at 37 1C in Eagle’s minimum essential medium

containing 2% (vol/vol) FCS (Gibco BRL), collagenase (3 mg/ml; Worthington)

and DNase (5 mg/ml; Sigma). For minimization of the digestion of certain

surface receptors, this incubation period was decreased to 30 min in some

phenotyping experiments. Thereafter, cell suspensions were filtered twice

through nylon meshes (pore size, 70 mm and 20 mm) and were stained for

30 min with antibodies for flow cytometry. The following antibodies were from

BD Pharmingen: allophycocyanin- and phycoerythrin-indotricarbocyanine–

conjugated anti-CD8a (53-6.7), fluorescein isothiocyanate– and phycoery-

thrin-conjugated anti-CD45.1 (A20), fluorescein isothiocyanate–conjugated

anti-CD45.2 (104), phycoerythrin-conjugated anti-CD4 (GK1.5), anti-CD49a

(Ha31/8), anti–keyhole limpet hemocyanin hamster IgG2 553962, fluorescein

isothiocyanate–conjugated anti-CD44 (IM7), phycoerythrin-conjugated anti-

Va2 (B20.1), phycoerythrin-conjugated anti-CD69 (H1.2F3), phycoerythrin-

conjugated anti-CD122 (TM-b1), fluorescein isothiocyanate–conjugated

anti-CD62L (Mel-14), fluorescein isothiocyanate–conjugated antibody to

Armenian and Syrian hamster IgG (G192-1), and anti-CD16/32 (2.4G2).

Allophycocyanin-conjugated anti-CD45.1 (A20), phycoerythrin- and allophy-

cocyanin–Alexa Fluor 750–conjugated anti-CD45.2 (104) and fluorescein

isothiocyanate–conjugated anti-CD103 (2E7) were from eBiosciences. H-2Kb

gB(498–505)–phycoerythrin tetramer was generated at the Department of

Microbiology and Immunology of The University of Melbourne. Dead cells

were excluded by propidium iodide staining. Sphero calibration particles (BD

Pharmingen) were added to samples to allow calculation of cell numbers.

For analysis of the homeostatic turnover of memory cells, 1 mg sterile BrdU

(5-bromodeoxyuridine) was injected intraperitoneally on 7 consecutive days.

For short-pulse experiments, 1.25 mg BrdU was injected and mice were

analyzed 1 h later. Uptake was detected with a BrdU Flow kit according

to the manufacturer’s instructions (BD Pharmingen). A FACSCalibur or

FACSCanto II, plus Cell QuestPro software (BD Biosciences) and FlowJo

software (TreeStar), were used for analysis.

Transplantation experiments. Latently infected dorsal root ganglia were

transplanted under the kidney capsules of syngeneic recipients as described22.

For transplantation of previously HSV-infected skin tissue, donor mice were

killed by carbon dioxide administration 2–4 weeks after HSV infection of the

left flank skin. After flank skin was clipped and then treated with Veet

depilation cream (Reckitt Benckiser), mice were perfused through the left

ventricle with 10 ml Hank’s balanced-salt solution. Donor skin tissue (pre-

viously infected skin with an area of 1–1.5 cm � 1 cm) was removed in aseptic

conditions for storage in ice-cold buffer. Naive recipient mice were anesthetized

and the skin of their flanks and backs was clipped, was treated with Veet cream

and was disinfected with 70% (vol/vol) ethanol. Graft beds were prepared by

carefully snipping away of the skin layer with sterile curved scissors. Finally,

graft tissue was placed onto the graft bed and was secured with Jelonet gauze

dressing (Smith & Nephew) as well as Micropore and Transpore tape (both

from 3M Health Care). For the next 4 d, recipient mice were given analgesics in

their drinking water (paracetamol; 1.3 mg/ml). After 8–10 d, bandages were

removed and engraftment of transplanted skin was monitored daily.

Immunohistochemistry. Skin tissues were fixed for 2 h on ice in 4% (vol/vol)

paraformaldehyde and 10% (wt/vol) sucrose in PBS and were frozen in Tissue

Tek (Sakura Finetek). Sections were cut on a cryomicrotome (CM3050S; Leica),

were air-dried and were fixed in ice-cold acetone. Epidermal sheets were

prepared by incubation of full-thickness skin with Dispase II (2.5 mg/ml;

Roche), followed by manual separation of the dermal and epidermal layers and

fixation in 4% (vol/vol) paraformaldehyde and 10% (wt/vol) sucrose in PBS.

Keratin expression was visualized by incubation with polyclonal rabbit-

anti–mouse keratin 1 (AF 109; Covance) followed by Alexa Fluor 594–

conjugated donkey anti-rabbit (A21207; Molecular Probes). Slides were

mounted with Vectashield containing DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole;

Vector Laboratories). Images were acquired with a fluorescence microscope

(DMI 4000B) and digital camera (DFC 490) with IM50 software (all from

Leica) and the Adobe Photoshop program.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Immunology website.
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